This work presents distributed algorithms for estimation of timevarying random fields over multi-agent/sensor networks. A network of sensors makes sparse and noisy local measurements of the dynamic field. Each sensor aims to obtain unbiased distributed estimates of the entire field with bounded mean-squared error (MSE) based on its own local observations and its neighbors' estimates. This work develops three novel distributed estimators: PseudoInnovations Kalman Filter (PIKF), Distributed Information Kalman Filter (DIKF) and Consensus+Innovations Kalman Filter (CIKF). We design the gain matrices such that the estimators achieve unbiased estimates with bounded MSE under minimal assumptions on the local observation and network communication models. This work establishes trade-offs between these three distributed estimators and demonstrates how they outperform existing solutions. We validate our results through extensive numerical evaluations.
INTRODUCTION
Motivation: In the era of large-scale systems and big data, distributed estimators, yielding robust and reliable state estimates by running local parallel inference algorithms, are capable of significantly reducing the large computation and communication load required by optimal centralized estimators, namely the Kalman-Bucy filter [2] . Distributed estimators have applications in estimation, for example, of temperature, rainfall, or wind-speed over a large geographical area; dynamic states of a power grid; locations of a group of cooperating vehicles; or beliefs in social networks. Related work: Reference [3] provides a bibliographic review of different approaches to distributed Kalman filtering and also discusses their applications. We classify the prior work on distributed dynamic field estimation into two groups, the second being further sub-divided in two sub-groups: i) Two timescale: Fast communication -slow dynamics and sensing; and ii) Single timescale: a) Gossip Kalman filters; and b) Consensus+innovations estimators. The two timescale distributed estimators [4] reproduce a Kalman filter locally at each sensor with a consensus step on the observations. The sensing and the local filter updates occur at the same slow time scale of the process dynamics, while the consensus iterations happen at the fast time scale of communication among sensors. In single timescale estimators, sensing and communication occur once at every time step; the local estimators operate at the same time scale of the process dynamics. In gossip Kalman filters [5] , the sensors exchange their field estimates and their error covariance matrices following the gossip protocol, whereas the This dissertation work [1] single timescale estimator [6] extends to time varying dynamics the consensus+innovations distributed estimator introduced in [7] for parameter estimation. Here, we consider the single time scale setup because it reduces the onerous communication rounds required by the consensus step in the two timescale estimators.
PROBLEM FORMULATION
We consider a network of N sensors observing an underlying timevarying random field xi ∈ R M , where i is the time index. The evolution of the field xi is:
where, A ∈ R M ×M is the field matrix and vi ∈ R M is the field noise. The noise vi is zero-mean Gaussian, i.e., vi ∼ N (0, V ). The initial condition, x0 ∼ N (x0, Σ0), is normally distributed with meanx0 and covariance Σ0. where, Hn ∈ R Mn×M is a sparse observation matrix and r n i ∈ R Mn is the observation noise. In practice, the observation dimensions Mn, ∀n are much smaller than the field dimension M , i.e., Mn M . The noise vi is white Gaussian, i.e., vi ∼ N (0, V ). The noise sequences vi, r n i and the field x0 are independent. The field is globally observable, but not necessarily locally observable.
The sensor network is represented by an undirected, connected graph G = (V, E), where V and E denote the set of sensors and local communication channels respectively. The neighborhood of agent n is Ωn = {n} ∪ {l|(n, l) ∈ E}. The Laplacian matrix of G is denoted by L, whose eigenvalues are 0 = λ1(L) < λ2(L) ≤ ... ≤ λN (L).
DISTRIBUTED ESTIMATORS
In contradistinction with the centralized solutions, we identify that a key component in the distributed estimators that we develop is a global average step of a linearly transformed version of one of the three quantities: innovations, observations, or state. We refer to arXiv:1701.02710v1 [cs.IT] 10 Jan 2017
Algorithm: Consensus+Innovations Kalman Filter (CIKF) [13] Input: Model parameters A, V , H, R, G, L, x0, Σ0. Initialize: x n 0|−1 = x0, y n 0|−1 = Gx0. Pre-compute: Gain matrices Bi and Ki using Algo. 2 in [13] .
to neighbors Ωn; receive { y
Observation: Make measurement z n i ; transform into pseudo-observation z n i ,
Filter updates: Compute y
Prediction updates: Predict y
end while these linearly transformed and normalized versions of the local innovations, local observations, and state as pseudo-innovations, pseudoobservations, and pseudo-state, respectively. Apriori, it is not known which of these three pseudo-quantities will yield better performance, or what are the trade-offs in the computation complexity, or what are the communications constraints of each algorithm. Hence, we develop three distinct distributed estimators: (i) Pseudo-Innovations Kalman Filter (PIKF in [8] [9] [10] [11] ) using pseudo-innovations; (ii) Distributed Information Kalman Filter (DIKF in [12] ) using pseudoobservations; and (iii) Consensus+Innovations Kalman Filter (CIKF in [13] ) using pseudo-state. The structure of these estimators involves two steps -a dynamic averaging step and a field estimation step, as shown in Fig. 1 . The three versions of distributed estimators estimate the average of one of these local pseudo-quantities through a dynamic consensus step. The distributed field estimator uses this average estimate in the filtering step to compute the field estimates.
Here, in Algorithm 1 we state only the CIKF [13] , the readers are referred to [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] for the PIKF and the DIKF. In distributed estimation of dynamic fields, while information diffuses through the network, the field itself evolves. This lag causes a gap in MSE performance between the distributed and centralized field estimators. Numerical simulations show that the CIKF performs better among the three in terms of MSE performance. The DIKF is 2dB better than the PIKF, see [12] . As shown in Fig. 2 , the CIKF improves the performance by 3dB over the DIKF, reducing by half the gap to the centralized (optimal) Kalman filter, while showing a faster convergence rate than the DIKF.
CONTRIBUTIONS
The contributions of this work are: (a) Proposed novel Consensus + Innovations distributed estimators [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] , PIKF, DIKF, and CIKF of dynamic fields over multi-agent networks and proved their convergence under minimal assumptions on the local observation and network communication models; (b) Introduced the relevance of pseudo-innovations [8] [9] [10] [11] , pseudo-observations [12] , and pseudo-state [13] in the context of distributed field estimation, and, developed a Consensus+Innovations distributed dynamic averaging algorithm as a key part of field estimation; (c) Designed the optimized filter gain matrices [13] using the Gauss-Markov theorem, so that the estimation MSE is minimized, and, derived the distributed version of the algebraic Riccati equation for the DIKF and the CIKF [12, 13] ; (d) Expressed the tracking capacity of the distributed estimators [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] in terms of the network Laplacian and the observation matrices; (e) Validated the convergence results [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] through numerical simulations and evaluated experimentally the sensitivity of the performance of the DIKF [12] with respect to model parameters, noise statistics, and network models.
Future work: The generic nature of the results in this thesis makes them applicable in a variety of problems in distributed inference.
Interesting extensions include developing a distributed estimator that is resilient to random sensor link and node failures. This is important in practice, because the communication links between sensors or the sensors themselves can fail. For distributed parameter estimation, this has been considered in [7] .
